A National Lifeline Standard Development Program is currently being conducted by FEMA and NIST. The Dept. of Energy is following these developments and supplementing them t o meet Life-Safety and mission requirements for all DOE facilities as part of the Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigation Plan. The task will be overseen by a DOE management team with technical guidance provided by a Steering Group of management and operating contractor representatives. The DOE will participate in the federal program by conducting a workshop on lifeline protection issues, developing an overall plan, organizing a Steering Group, and conducting a pilot study at a DOE facility. (Source: R.Murray, Fourth DOE Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigation Conference)
This article presents guidelines for development of a "Model Lifeline Protection Program" that is consistent with the performance objectives stated in DOE Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan (DOE Order 5480.28) and the site-specific probabilistic hazard design criterion available for many DOE facilities. The Model Lifeline Program is based upon a systems approach for assessing the performance of each lifeline system (utility service) as a complete entity. Each lifeline system would be evaluated as an independent system subject t o specific failure modes applicable t o that system. The systems approach ensures (a) the continuity of mission-dependent operations and essential plant functions, and (b) adequate damage control measures prior to/and after an NPH event.
IDENTIF1CATION OF DEFl Cl ENCl ES
The Model Lifeline Protection Program is generated by a series of "Yes/No" questions applicable t o each utility service. The questions were developed from real lifeline failure experiences and reflect the performance characteristics of the individual systems. The questions are formulated t o identify deficiencies in a generic lifeline system relative t o a site-specific NPH hazard. The identified deficiencies should be prioritized and classified into assessment categories for final evaluation and mitigation. The deficiencies should also be correlated with the facility's Pre-Event Preparation Plan and Post-Event Recovery Plan in order t o provide a complete account of the needshequirements of each lifeline system.
EVALUATION
Each facility lifeline system, including all the various system components, should be evaluated for site-specific hazard design criterion per DOE Order 1020-XX, and a PC-2 performance category per DOE Order 1021 -XX. Higher PC-values would be applicable only t o the lifeline extention between the higher-performance facility and the nearest system control point. ) lifeline system have isolation valves at creek-
PERFORMANCE GOALS
In order t o meet the DOE-NPH Program goals, the importance of each lifeline system must be directly related t o the NPH performance objectives. To accomplish t h e DOE-NPH Program goals and performance objectives, existing lifeline systems should be up-graded to: (a) ensure life-safety protection issues for federal and contract employee's; (b) limit system damage t o a repairable condition; (c) ensure continuous function of essential plant functions and/or mission-dependent operations; and (d) protect the public/environment from exposure t o hazardous materials. Accordingly, evaluation and mitigation of deficiencies would concentrate performance requirements on the following issues:
Ensuring performance of "Vulnerable Components" such as gas pressure reducing stations, electrical transformers, water pumping stations (for fire-sprinkler protection service), and liquid fuel emergency supply sources.
Addressing the impact of "Second Order Effects" such as the adverse effect of dispupted electrical service t o fire protection pumping stations, the impact of a disruption of natural gas supply t o Boiler Plant facilities (used for emergency power sources), fire generated by a disrupted gas service line, back-up systems disabled when adjoining equipment becomes dislodged, etc.
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